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A Valediction – Forbidden Mourning – Answers 
 
1. Just like their friends can’t tell when virtuous old men die, so unnoticed must the 
 parting between the speaker and his wife be. 
2. “make no noise” / “no tear floods” / “nor sigh-tempests” 
3. Telling the world about the pain they feel during their parting will disgrace/cheapen 
 their love. 
4. Earthquakes are seen as shallow because they cause a lot of fuss but leave no 
 lasting effects while the movements of the stars can change people’s destinies but 
 go by unnoticed. 
5. The speaker is able to be apart from his love and does not need regular physical 
 contact (“care less eyes, lips...”) to reinforce this relationship, making their love 
 different from “sublunary lovers’ love”. 
6. In relationships based purely on physical desires, one’s partner can easily be 
 seen as an “object” instead of a whole person.  When love is based on the 
 physical, it cheapens the other person and turns him/her into a commodity. 
7. The idea of being two individuals is being contrasted to the idea of being a unit in a 
 marriage to emphasise how mysterious/confusing wedded love can be. 
8. Simile – the speaker and his wife’s relationship is compared to gold which can be 
 hammered and spread quite thin without breaking its unity.  In the same  way their 
 relationship doesn’t break when they part – it is merely spread out over a great 
 distance. 
9. The comparison of the union of the lovers’ souls to the “stiff twin compasses”
 exaggerates and connects the two lovers in a unique way.  They are forever
 together and can only move and change “if th’ other do”.  Although there may be 
 times when the lovers are apart or in conflict, the compass “leans...and grows erect” 
 so their distance can be measured and the can be reunited.  The one relies on the 
 other to make their relationship and “circle just”. 
10. It seems a paradox for something to end where it begun but, as this process
 completes a circle, it makes sense.  The lovers are bound in a union that  relies on 
 both of them to “sit” and “roam”, which highlights the changing nature of 
 relationships.  The paradox achieves its aim of confirming the dependency and 
 independence of the lovers. 
11. In the title the speaker forbids himself and his wife to mourn and cause a big 
 scene when they part – their parting should go by unnoticed.  The poet makes use 
 of various images to illustrate the same idea:  The parting should be as unnoticed as
 the death of a virtuous man.  It should happen as slow and unseen as snow melting.
 It should not bring confusion and panic like earthquakes, but go by unseen like the 
 movement of planets.  Their parting will not be a break in the relationship, but an 
 expansion – like gold that can be hammered and spread thinly over great distances.  
 


